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Background
Motivated by the desire to make traffic move more efficiently, we sometimes seek to make every street in a traffic network one-way. In graph-theoretic terms, assuming all streets are two-way to begin with, we seek to find an orientation of an undirected graph, and in particular we seek a strongly connected orientation.
Strongly connected orientations of graphs have been studied by Robbins [S] , Roberts [6, 7] , Chvital and Thomassen [4] , Boesch and Tindell [2] , Atallah [l] , Chung et al. [3] , and Vishkin [ll] . While it is easy to find some strongly connected orientations, the problem of finding a most efficient one according to various definitions of efficiency is difficult. Roberts and Xu [IS] introduced the idea of studying this problem for specific graphs of interest in traffic, in particular, the city street or grid graphs consisting of nl + 1 east-west avenues and n2 + 1 north-south streets. Under a reasonable definition of efficiency, they solved the problem of finding an optimal strongly connected orientation for nl, n2 sufficiently large, i.e., n,, n2 2 4. Roberts and Xu [9, lo] began the study of this same problem for IZ~ or n, small, specifically nl = 1 and n, = 2, respectively. Here we handle the case n, = 3. (The cases n2 = 1,2, or 3, are symmetric to the cases n, = 1, 2, or 3.)
The problem has been divided into four cases (ni, n2 large; n, = 1,2,3) because the optimal solutions in each case are quite different. For instance, the optimal solutions described by Roberts and Xu [8] if n, is odd and at least 5 and n2 is at least 4 are not even defined when nl = 1 or n, = 3, and those described here for the case nl = 3 are not defined when n, = 1 or n, = 2.
In Section 2, we give the basic terminology used in the sequel. Section 3 describes the optimal solutions and Section 4 gives some preliminary results which are useful in the proof of optimality. The proof is given in Section 5 and, because of its length, is sketched early in that section.
Terminology
We shall adopt the graph-theoretic notation and terminology of Roberts [6, 7] . For n, 2 1, n2 2 1, the grid graph G,, xn2 has vertices Uij, i = 1,2, . . . . nl + 1, j = 1,2, . ..) n2 + 1, and an edge {u p4, u,,) if and only if {Jp -rl, )q -~1) = (0, l}. We usually represent G = G,, x n2 in the plane with vertex vij in the ith row and jth column of the grid; then edges join horizontally or vertically neighboring grid points. In fact, we usually will write ij for vertex vij. The edges on the boundary of G when G is drawn in the plane are called boundary edges; all other edges are internal. In our case, nl = 3, and we let n2 = n. Let k = L(n + 1)/2 J.
Suppose 0 is an orientation of G,, xn2 = G3xn. This is a directed graph with one arc (u, u) or (v, U) for each edge {u, v} in G3xn, If the orientation of an internal edge agrees with that of its nearest parallel boundary edge, we say the edge is agreeing. In the case of an odd number of vertical edges, the middle edge is compared to the right-hand boundary, Thus, {ij, (i + l)j} is agreeing if j d k and the orientation agrees with that of {il, (i + l)l} or if j > k + 1 and the orientation agrees with that of {i(n + l),(i + l)(n + 1)).
Suppose 0 is any strongly connected orientation of G3 xn =_G = (I', E). Let d(u, V) denote the length of the shortest chain from u to u in G, and d(u, v) the length of the shortest (directed) path from u to u in 0. Among the functions which one seeks to minimize are the following functions, which are discussed in Roberts [6, 7] , Chvatal and Thomassen [4] , and Roberts and Xu [S-lo] . 
U,VSV
Note that minimizing L is equivalent to minimizing M, since for all 0, L(0) -M(0) is constant. For G3 x n we shall find strongly connected orientations which minimize D. We shall also be able to identify, among all the orientations which minimize D, those which have the smallest M (and hence L). We do not consider here the problem of minimizing A.
It is useful to introduce the notation
Then
UE v
If u = Dij, d(u) will be abbreviated as d(ij), m(u) as m(g), etc.
The optimal orientations
We begin by introduing several orientations which will turn out to be optimal. If i, < i2 and j, < j,, let [ir iZ;j, j,] denote the circuit in GXxn consisting of edges {irs, i,(s + l)}, {ig, i2(s + l)}, s =jl,jl + 1 , . . . . j, -1, and edges {rj,, (r + l)j,}, {rj,, (r + l)j2}, r = ii, ii + 1, . . . . i2 -1. In an orientation 0, C+ [iliz ; j, j2], respectively C- [iliz; j, j2] , will denote the fact that circuit [iliZ; j, j,] is oriented as a directed cycle in a counterclockwise, respectively clockwise, direction. It will be useful to study partial orientations of G3 x n. In particular F3 x n will denote the mixed graph obtained from G3 xn by introducing the directed cycles C-[12; l(n + l)], C+ [23; l(n + l)], and C-[34; l(n + l)]. See Fig. 1 ,
The following orientations are now defined from the mixed graph P, x n.
The orientation 030(t, s) of G,,,,, n odd, n 2 7. Start with p3 xn. Let 3 < t d k -1, k + 2 < s 6 n -1. Let edges {lk, 2k}, {2k, 3k}, {2(k + l) , 3(k + l)}, {3(k + l), 4(k + l)}, {3t, 4t) and {Is, 2s) be nonagreeing, and all other internal edges be agreeing. 030(t, s) is shown in Fig. 2 .
The orientation O&t, s) of Gjxn, n even, n > 8. Start with F3 Xn. Let 2 d t d k, 2 < s d k, s ft. 12 t-1 t t+1 5-l 5 s*1 k k*lk*2 k*3 n-l n n*I I Fig. 3 . OSE(t, s). Nonagreeing arcs are shown with dark arrows. The arc with a box is oriented optionally. All remaining arcs are agreeing. Table 1 The orientations (up to reversal) which minimize D and minimize A4 over all orientations minimizing D Orientation Appropriate for n = Reference
(1) O&s), 3 G t < k -1, k + 2 < s < n _ 1 n odd, n 2 7 Fig. 2 (2) O,,& k), 3 G t < k -1 n even, n > 8 Fig. 3 (3) O&k, s), 2 G s < k -1 if (2s, ls)~O, n even, n > 8 Fig. 3 3<s<k-lif(ls,2s)EO 2(k + 2)}, {3t, 4t) and {2s, 3s) be nonagreeing and all other internal edges be agreeing except that {Is, 2s) is optional. O&t, s) is shown in Fig. 3 . Table 1 summarizes the orientations which minimize D and have the smallest M among all orientations which do, up to a symmetry operation called reversal to be defined below. The rest of the paper will be devoted to proving that this table does indeed give the right orientations. Table 2, the nonzero values of m are given by   Table 2 . Table 2 The nonzero values m for certain orientations
Lemma 1. For 0 one of the orientations of

Orientation
The nonzero values M Oso(t, s), n 2 7, 3 < t < k -1, k + 2 < s $ n -1 m(4t) = 2, m(2k) = 2, m(3(k + 1)) = 2, m(ls) = 2 O&t, k), n > 8, 3 Q t < k -1, m(4t) = 2, m(2k) = 2, m(l(k + 2)) = 2, m(3(k + 1)) = 2, m(2(k + 1)) = 1
Odk, s). n > 8, 3 < s < k -1 and m(2s) = 2, m(4k) = 2, m(l(k + 2)) = 2, n>8,~=2and(2s,ls)cO m(3(k + 1)) = 2, m(2(k + 1)) = 1
Proof. In 030(t, s), n odd, n 2 7, it is readily verified that m(4t) = d(4t, l(n + 1)) -d(4t, l(n + 1)) = 2, m(2k) = d(2k, 4(n + 1)) -d(2k, 4(n + 1)) = 2, m(3(k + 1)) = d(3(k + l), 11) -d(3(k + l), 11) = 2, m(ls) = d(ls, 41) -d(ls, 41) = 2, m(ij) = 0, otherwise.
In 03E(t, k), n even, n 2 8, 3 < t < k -1, it is readily verified that m(4t) = d(4t, 1 (n + 1)) -d(4t, 1 (n + 1)) = 2, m(2k) = d(2k, 4(n + 1)) -d(2k, 4(n + 1)) = 2, m(l(k + 2)) = d(l(k + 2), 41) -d(l(k + 2), 41) = 2, m(3(k + 1)) = d(3(k + l), 11) -d(3(k + l), 11) = 2, m(2(k + 1)) = d(2(k + l), l(n + 1)) -d(2(k + l), 4(n + 1)) = 1, m(g) = 0, otherwise.
Next consider ow(k, s), n even, n 3 8, with 2 d s < k -1 if (2s, ls)~O and 3 ,< s d k -1 if (Is, 2.s)~ 0. Then, it is readily verified that m(2s) = d(2s, 4(n + 1)) -d(2s, 4(n + 1)) = 2, m(4k) = d(4k, l(n + 1)) -d(4k, l(n + 1)) = 2, m(l(k + 2)) = d(l(k + 2), 41) -d(l(k + 2), 41) = 2, m(3(k + 1)) = d(3(k + l), 11) -d(3(k + l), 11) = 2, m(2(k + 1)) = d(2(k + l), l(n + 1)) -d(2(k + l), 4(n + 1)) = 1, m(ij) = 0, otherwise. 0
Note that the last line of the proof fails if s = 2 and (Is, 2s)~ 0. For here, for xgk+l, m(3x) 2 2(3x, 12) -d(3x, 11) = 1 and m(4x) 2 &4x, 12) -d(4x, 11) = 1.
Lemma 2. (a) All the orientations of Table 1 are strongly connected.
(b) If 0 is an orientation of G3 X ,, and 0 is given in (l), (2) or (3) of Table 1 , then for n as in Table 1 ,
(c) If 0 is an orientation of G3 xn given in (l), (2), or (3) of Table 1 , then D(0) = n + 3. 
Some introductory ideas
In this section we introduce two simple but fundamental lemmas from Roberts and Xu [S] and two other preliminary results, all of which we use in various places in the proof of our main result in the next section.
In G3 x ", if x maximizes d (u, x) , then x is called a value vertex of U. Of course, x is one of the corner points of G3 X ": 11, l(n + l), 41, 4(n + 1). Consider a strongly connected orientation 0 of G3 x ,,. In 0, a directed path p from u to v is called a limiting path if its length is d (u, v) . If there is a limiting path from u to v, we write LP [u, v, T] . Otherwise, we write LP [u, U, F] . Note that if v is a value vertex for u and if u has two incoming arcs pointing away from v (one in the horizontal and one in the vertical direction), then LP [a, v, F]. Proof. It is easy to prove that if p is a shortest path from u to v, and its length is 1 p(, then ) p 1 -d(u, v) is even. For if 1 p 1 = 1, then I p 1 = d (u, v) . Arguing by induction on I p 1, suppose that the first step of p is to x. Let p' be the part of p that goes from x to v. Then I p ) -I p' ( = 1 and I d(u, v) -d(x, v) 
Suppose n is odd. Vertex ij is called vertically central if j = k or k + 1. If ij is a vertically central vertex and j = k, then its value vertex is either l(n + 1) or 4(n + 1) and its (vertically) relevant vertex is 11 in the former case and 41 in the latter case. Similarly, if j = k + 1, its value vertex is 11 or 41 and its (vertically) relevant vertex is l(n + 1) in the former case and 4(n + 1) in the latter case. Suppose n is odd or even. Then we shall call vertices 2j and 3j horizontally central. The value vertex for 2j is 41 or 4(n + 1) and its (horizontally) relevant vertex is 11 in the former case and 1 (n + 1) in the latter case. The value vertex for 3j is 11 or l(n + 1) and its (horizontally) relevant vertex is 41 in the former case and 4(n + 1) in the latter case. In the case of horizontally central, if there are two value vertices, then there are two relevant vertices. [u, u, F] (in particular if u has two incoming arcs pointing awayfrom u), then m(u) > 1.
Lemma 4. In a strongly connected orientation of Gj xn, ifv is a relevant vertex of central vertex u and LP
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3,I p [ -d(u, v) 
Lemma 5. In a strongly connected orientation of G3 X n, suppose v is a value vertex for u, suppose a shortest path from u to w goes through x, and suppose in G3xn,
d(u, x) + d(x, w) > d(u, v) + A.
Then m(u) b A.
Proof. We have
Note thatf( f (i, j)) = (i, j). Starting with any orientation 0 of Gjxn, the following symmetry called reversal defines a new orientation OR: There is an arc from (i,j) to (u, v) in 0 if and only if there is an arc from f (i, j) to f (u, v) in OR. Note for example that 03o(t, s)~ = 03o(n + 2 -s, n + 2 -t).
Lemma 6. Suppose that 0 is an orientation of G3xn. Then
(a) 0 is strongly connected iff OR is strongly connected.
Proof. There is a path x1,x2, . . . , xk in 0 iff there is a pathf(xi), J"(x~), . . . , f(xk) in OR. From this, (a) follows trivially. To prove (b), note that &(x, y) = d,.(f(x), f(y)). To prove (c), note that
). Finally, (d) is straightforward. 0
Proof of optimality
In this section we prove that the orientations of Table 1 are optimal under the criteria of minimizing D(0) and that of all orientations minimizing D(O), these have the smallest M(O), and up to an operation of reversal are the unique such orientations. In orientations for G3 x n, we will find it useful to consider the eight orientations of edges (11,21}, (21,31} and {31,41}, as shown in Fig. 4 and denoted L,, L2, . . . . Lg. Note that the orientations of (11, 12) and (41,42} are forced by those of (11,21} and {31,41}, respectively, and strong connectedness.
There are eight orientations of the edges {l(n + l), 2(n + l)}, (2(n + l), 3(n + l)}, and {3(n + I), 4(n + l)}, as shown in Fig. 4 and denoted RI, R2, . . . , R8. These force the orientations of edges {In, 1 (n + 1)) and {4n, 4(n + 1)).
Let P, Xn [i,j], 1 d i 6 8, 1 6 j d 8, be the mixed graph obtained from G3x n by adding the orientations Li and Rj.
The proof in the rest of this section can be outlined as follows. We first show in Lemma 7 that D(0) must be at least n + 3 if 0 is a strongly connected orientation of G 3xn. We show in Lemma 8 that if (11, 12) E 0 and D(0) is n + 3, then 0 must extend one of the two mixed graphs called F3,,,[1, S] and F3,,[1, 11. Suppose first that n = 2k -1 2 7. In Lemma 10, we show that if 0 extends P"3xn[1, 81, then M(0) 2 9. We note in Lemma 11 that if 0 extends P" 3xn[1, 11, then M(0) 3 8. Also, in Lemma 11, we see that if 0* is any strongly connected orientation of G3 X n so that D(O*) = n + 3, M(O*) = 8, and (11, 12)~0*, then 0* is 03c(t, s), for certain t, s. Finally, using the result in Lemma 2 that the orientations OsO(t, s) have D(0) = rz + 3 and M(0) = 8, we argue in the proof of the main Theorem that the claims made at the beginning of this section are true. The case n = 2k 3 8 is proved analogously.
In Lemma 10, we show that if 0 extends F3,,,[1, 81, then M(0) 2 10. In Lemma 12, we prove that if 0 extends P3 x .[ 1, 11, M(0) 2 9 and that if 0* is any strongly connected orientation of G3 Xn such that D(O*) = n + 3, M(O*) = 9, and (11,12)~0*, then 0* is O&t, k) or 03E(t, k)R or OsE(k, s) or 03E(k, s)~ for certain t, s, k. Using the result in Lemma 2 that these orientations have D(0) = n + 3 and M(0) = 9, we again argue in the proof of the main Theorem that the claims made at the beginning of this section are true. Proof. Note that in all cases, d(l1, 4(n + 1)) B n + 3. Thus, (a) follows. To prove (b), we consider four cases and then show that these cover all [i, j] # [l, 11, [l, 81, [S, 11, Cg, 81.
Case 1: (31,21)~0 and (21, ll)EO.
In this case, (11, 12) ~0 by strong connectedness. Then (22,21)~0, respectively (21,22) E 0, imply 421, 4(n + 1)) 3 n + 4, respectively d(l(n + l), 11) 3 rz + 4. Case 2: (11,21)EO and (21, 31)EO.
In this case, (12, ll)~O by strong connectedness. Then (22,21)~0, respectively (2 1,22) E 0, imply d(l1, l(n + 1)) 2 n + 4, respectively d(4(n + l), 21) 2 n + 4.
Case 3: (21,31)EO and (31,41)EO. In this case, (41,42)~ 0 by strong connectedness.
Then (31, 32)~ 0, respectively (32,31) E 0, imply &4(n + l), 41) > n + 4, respectively d(31, l(n + 1)) 3 n + 4.
Case 4: (41, 31)~O and (31,21)~0. In this case, (42,41) ~0 by strong connectedness.
Then (31, 32)~ 0, respectively (32, 3 1) E 0, imply d(l(n + l), 31) 3 n + 4, respectively d(41, 4(n + 1)) 3 n + 4.
Next, note that Llr L3, . . . . L, are in Cases 1, 2, 3, or 4, and so D(0) > n + 4 for 0 extending Pjxn [i, j] 
Hence, by Lemma 6, D(0) > n + 4 for 0 extending Pjx,, [i, j] Proof. (a) We call a vertex ij, 2 d j < n, a direction-changing vertex in an orientation 0 if edges {ij, i(j -I)> and (zj, i(j + 1)) are both incoming to or both outgoing from vertex ij in 0. By the structure of P3Xrz [l, 81, there is at least one direction-changing vertex on each row. On row i, i = 1,4, this is trivial. On row i = 2 or 3, one shows by strong correctedness of 0 that edges {il, i2) and {in, i(n + l)] have opposite orientations. In fact, by strong connectedness (22, 21) E 0, (2n, 2(n + 1)) E 0, (31, 32) E 0, and (3(n + l), 3n) E 0. From this, the result follows.
Assume iji is the first direction-changing vertex in row i, counting from the left. We shall first show that j, = j, = j, = j,. Suppose j, < j,. Then d(3n, 22) > n + 1. Hence, d(4(n + l), 11) = d(4(n + l), 3n) + d (3n, 22) + d(22, 11) = d(3n, 22) + 4 contradicting D(0) = n + 3. Therefore, j, 2 j,. Similarly, if j, > j,, then d(41, l(n + 1)) Z n + 5. Hence, j, = j,. Using a similar argument, one shows that ifjr > j,, then d(l(n + l), 11) B Iz + 4, and if j, > j,, then d(ll, l(n + 1)) B n + 4, so j, = j,. Similarly, j, = j,. Let r be the common value of j, , j,, j,, j4. By strong conne_ctedness, (lr, 2r) e 0 and (3r, 4r) E 0. Moreover, (3r, 2r)e 0, for otherwise we have d(32,2n) 2 n + 1, which leads to d(41, l(n + 1)) 3 d(32,2n) + 4 > n + 5, a contradiction.
Thus, 0 contains C;, C;, and C;. We next show that in each row, there is exactly one direction-changing vertex. Suppose that iti is a second direction-changing vertex in row i and choose ti so that there is no direction-changing vertex between ir and iti. Suppose first that i = 1. Then d(l(n + l), 11) 3 Iz + 4, a contradiction.
To show this inequality, first observe that a path from 1 (n + 1) to 11 using more than rows 1 and 2 must have at least n + 4 steps. As for a path using only rows 1 and 2, it must go down to row 2 before reaching 1 t 1 and then go back up before 2r and then down again by lr and then up again, hence using at least n + 4 steps.
Similarly, if i = 2, d(l1, l(n + 1)) 3 n + 4, 
Proof. (a) Note that if I d k, then fi(2j)g 1, j= l,..., rl,k+ l,..., n+ 1.
Forifl<j<r-1,then
d"(2j) > d"(2j, 3(n + 1)) = d(2j, 4(n + 1)) + 1 = d(2j) + 1, andifk+l<j<n+l,then
d"(2j) > d"(2j, 31) = d(2j, 41) + 1 = d(2j) + 1.
Now (4) implies the first inequality in (1). If n = 2k -1 > 7, then k z 4 and n+r-k=k+r-l>k+lZj;ifn=2kB8,thenn+r-k=k+r>6,so(l) holds.
(b) If r = k + 1, then (5) still holds for 1 ,< j < k = r -1, and (6) if n = 2k -1 2 7.
Proof. Let r be as in Lemma 8 (i.e., as in the definition of F3X,, [1, 81) . Case 1: n = 2k, r d k.
Lemma 9 implies that (1) holds. Since m 3 fi, it now suffices to show that zzjm(ij) 2 4.
Suppose first that {3j, 4j) are agreeing, j = k + 1, . . . . n. Then m(3u) 3 1, u = k + 1, . . . . n + 1.
This follows by Lemma 5: Note that every path from 3~ to 4(n + 1) must go through 4k and that d(3u, 4k) + d(4k, 4(n + 1)) 2 d(3u, 11) + 1. Now since n = 2k > 8, (8) implies (7). Suppose next that {3u, 4~) is nonagreeing for some U, k + 1 < u < n. Then by Lemma 3, m(4u) Z 2, some U, k + 1 < u < n.
If LP [l (k + l), 41, F], then Lemma 3 implies ~(1 (k + 1)) 2 2, and this plus (9) imply (7). Thus, suppose LP[l(k + l), 41, T]. It follows that (2x, 3x) E 0, some x, Y + 1 Q x d k + 1, or (3y, 4y)~ 0, some y, 2 6 y < r -1. By Lemma 3, the former implies m(3x) > 2 and the latter implies (10) m(4y) 2 2.
Then (9) plus (10) or (11) give us (7).
Case2:n=2k,r=k+ 1.
By Lemma 9, (2) holds. If m(l(k + 1)) > 2, then since m 3 rii, M > 10 follows. Thus, suppose m(l(k + 1)) < 1. By Lemma 3, LP[l(k + l), 41,T] and LP[l(k + l), 4(n + l), T]. Thus, there are x, y so that (3x, 4x) E 0 and (3y, 4y) E 0, and 2 < x Q k, k + 2 < y < n. By Lemma 3, m(4x) > 2 and m(4y) 2 2, so, since m B Ki, (2) implies M3 12.
Case 3: n = 2k, r 2 k + 2.
This is analogous to Case 1, using (3). Case 4: n = 2k -1, r = k.
If LP[lk, 4(n + l), T] then (3x, 4x) E 0 for some x, k + 1 < x < n. Lemma 3 implies m(4x) 3 2. Also, by (1) ,,T_ , m(2j) 2 n + r -k = n 3 7. jak+l (12) Thus, M > 9. If LP[lk, 4(n + l), F], then by Lemma 3, m(lk) > 2. Then again by(12), M 2 9.
Case 5: n = 2k -1, r < k -1.
Again (1) (l(k + l), 2(k + 1))~ 0. Since (2k, 2(k + 1))~0, LP[l(k + l), 41, T] implies (2(k + l), 3(k + 1))~0. Then, by Lemma 4, m(3(k + 1)) 3 1.
If LP[l(k + i), 4(n + l), T], then there is s, k + 1 < s < II, so that (3s, 4s)~O. By Lemma 3, m(4s) z 2, and this plus (14) gives (13). Thus, assume LP[ 1 (k + l), 4(n + l), F]. Then by Lemma 4, m(l(k + 1)) 2 1.
Thus, (14), (15), and (16) imply (13). We now consider the subcase m(lk) < 1. Then by Lemma 3, LP[lk, 4(n + l), T]. Hence, for some U, k < u d n, (2u,3u) E 0 and (3u, 4~) E 0. If u = k, then by Lemma 3,
By Lemma 4,
If LP[l(k + l), 4(n + l), F], then by Lemma 4, m(l(k + 1)) > 1.
If LP[l(k + l), 4(n + l), T], then for some x, k + 1 d x < n, (2x, 3x) E 0 and (3x, 4x) E 0. Then by Lemma 3,
Thus, (17), (18), and (19) or (20) give us (13). If u = k + 1, then by Lemmas 4 and 3 respectively, m(3(k + 1)) 3 1 and m(4(k + 1)) 2 2.
If u # k, k + 1, then by Lemma 3, m(4u) > 2.
Thus, (21) or (22) holds. If (2k, 3k) E 0, then Lemma 3 implies
Then (23) and (21) Then this plus (21) or (22) gives us (13). Case 6: n = 2k -1, Y = k + 1.
This is analogous to Case 4. by Lemma 5 since every path from 2x to 4(n + 1) must pass through 3k and d(2x, 3k) + d(3k, 4(n + 1)) > d(2x, 41) + 1.
Hence, since n 3 7, (28) implies (26). If some {2j, 3j}, j = k + 2, . . . . n, is nonagreeing, then by Lemma 3,
By the argument used to establish (28),
Thus, (29) and (30) prove (26). The proof of (B) is similar. This verifies Claim 1.
Claim 2. In 0: (A) If { l(k + l), 2(k + 1)) is nonagreeing, then m(l(k + 1)) 3 2. by Lemma 5 since every path from 4j to l(n + 1) must pass through lk and d(4j, lk) + d(lk, l(n + 1)) > d(4j, 11) + 1.
Since n 3 7, (37) implies (33). Thus, assume {lj, 2j) is nonagreeing for some j, k + 2 < j < n. Now (32) follows by Lemma 3. This proves (B). The proof of (D) is similar.
Claim 3. In 0: by Lemma 5 since every path from lj to 41 must pass through l(k + 1) and d(lj, l(k + 1)) + d(l(k + 1),41) > d(lj, 4(n + 1)) + 1.
Then (42) implies (39). Thus, assume { li, 2i) is nonagreeing, some i, 2 d i 6 k -1. Then by Lemma 4, (38) follows. The proof of (B) is similar. This verifies Claim 3.
To prove the lemma, we now discuss the four cases of orientation of edges (2k, 3k) and (2(k + l), 3(k + l)} h s own in Fig. 7 . In Case 1, we have (26) and (27) 
We have (26) by Claim 1, and, as in Case 1, (31), (32) or (33) and (34), (35), or (36). Since (43) also holds, we have M(0) > 9. In Case 3, OR also extends F3 x ,, [ 1, l] and is in Case 2, and so by Lemma 6, M(0) > 9. In Case 4, Lemma 3 implies m(2k) 3 2 and m(3(k + 1)) > 2.
Also, as in Case 1, (31), (32), or (33) and (34) (39), and so M(O*) > 9. We conclude that {lk, 2k) is nonagreeing. Similarly, {3(k + l), 4(k + l)} is nonagreeing.
Consider two subcases, A and B. Subcase A says that all {lj, 2j] are agreeing, j = k + 2,..., n. In Subcase A, m(4(k + 1)) a 1 (45) since the shortest path from 4(k + 1) to l(n + 1) goes to 3(k + 2), 2(k + 2), 2(k + l), and then on to l(n + l), and so d(4(k + 1)) > d(4(k + l), l(n + 1)) 2 d(2(k + l), l(n + 1)) + 4 = d(4(k + l), 11) + 1 = d(4(k + 1)) + 1.
Also,
d(4k) B d(4k, 1 (n + 1)) k d(4k, 1 (n + 1)) + 2 = d(4k) + 2.
Subcase B says that (ljl, 2j,} is nonagreeing, somejl , k + 2 < j, < n. In Subcase B, by Lemma 3, m(lj,) 2 2, somej,,k+2,<jl<n.
Now, if {l(k + l), 2(k + 1)) . 1s nonagreeing, then (31) holds, by Claim 2. Thus, if Subcase A holds, we have (31), (44), (45), and (46), so M(O*) B 9. If Subcase B holds, we have (31), (44), (47), and also (34), (35), or (36), so M(O*) 3 10. The conclusion is that {l(k + 1),2(k + 1)) .
1s a g reeing. Also, since this is agreeing, Subcase A cannot hold. Otherwise, by Claim 2, (32) or (33) holds. Then (32), (44), (45), and (46) imply M(O*) 2 9, and (33), (44), and (46) imply M(O*) 2 10. We conclude that Subcase B holds, i.e., there is jl, k + 2 < j, d n, so that {ljl, 2j, > is nonagreeing.
Note that in fact, k + 2 d j, < n -1. For if (In, 2n) is nonagreeing, then d(ln, 41) 2 n + 4, so D(O*) > n + 4, a contradiction.
A similar argument shows that {3k, 4k) is agreeing and there is j,, 2 <j, ,< k -1, so that {3j,, 4j,} is nonagreeing.
Moreover, in fact, D(O*) = n + 3 implies that {32,42} is agreeing and so 3 <j, ,< k -1. So far, 0" is determined on all but edges (0, (i + l)j> for 2 < j d k -1 and k + 2 Q j < n, except it is determined on (ljl, 2j,}, {3j,, 4j,}, (In, 2n) and (32,42}. We now show that all remaining edges are agreeing. By Lemma 3, m(lj,) 2 2 and m(4j,) 2 2.
If { lj, 2j) is nonagreeing, some j # j, , k + 2 < j < n, then Lemma 3 implies m(lj) > 2. This plus (44) by Lemma 5 since every path from 3x to l(n + 1) must pass through lk and d(3x, lk) + d(lk, l(n + 1)) > d(3x, 11) + 2.
Hence, by (51), M(0) 3 2(k + 1) > 10. Thus, assume { lj, 2j) is nonagreeing for some j, k + 2 < j < n. Then Lemma 3 implies (49).
(B) Suppose
{ l(k + l), 2(k + 1)) is nonagreeing. If all {li, 2i) are agreeing, i = 2, . . ..k. then m(ly) 2 2, y = l,...,k + 1
by Lemma 5 since every path from ly to 41 must pass through l(k + 2) and d(ly, l(k + 2)) + d(l(k + 2), 41) 2 d(ly, 4(n + 1)) + 2.
Hence, by (52), M(0) B 10. Thus, assume { li, 2i) is nonagreeing for some i, 2 d i < k. Then by Lemma 4, (50) follows. This verifies Claim 1.
Claim 2. In 0:
(A) U-(3(k + I), 4(k + 1)) is agreeing, then either M(0) 2 10 or m(3r) k 1, some r, k + 2 d r d n.
(53) (W lf{3(k + I), 4(k + 1)) is nonagreeing, then either M(0) > 10 or m(4u) 2 2, some u, 2 d u Q k.
Proof. Similar to Claim 1. by Lemma 5 since every path from 2x to 4(n + 1) must pass through 3k and d(2x, 3k) + d(3k,4(n + 1)) > d(2x, 41) + 2.
Hence, by (57), M(0) 3 2(k + 1) 2 10. If (2p, 3~) is nonagreeing, some p, k + 2 Q p d n, then by Lemma 3, (55) follows.
(B) Similar to verification of (A).
To prove the lemma, we now discuss the eight cases of orientations of edges { l(k + l), 2(k + l)}, {2(k + 1),3(k + l)} and {3(k + l), 4(k + l)}. These are shown in Fig. 8 . Note that if 0 extends P3 X " [ 1, 11, so 
Also, by Lemma 3, m(3(k + 1)) 2 2 and m(4(k + 1)) 3 2.
By Claims 1,2, and 3, either M(0) > 10, or we have (49), (53) and (56). These plus (58) and (59) give us n/r(O) > 10. Consider Case 2. Then by Lemma 3, m(2(k + 1)) > 2 and m(4(k + 1)) k 2.
By Claims 1, 2, and 3, either M(0) b 10 or we have (49) 
m(l(k + 1)) 2 2, m(3(k + 1)) > 2, and m(4(k + 1)) 3 2.
By Claims 1, 2, and 3, either M(0) > 10 or we have (50), (53), and (56). If some i satisfying (50) and some q satisfying (56) are different, then (50), (53), (56), and (63) give us M(0) > 10. Thus, suppose that there is only one i and one q satisfying (50) and (56) and these are the same. Note that (50) and (56) 
and so (53), (56) (63) and (64) This follows by Lemma 5 since a shortest path from lq to 41 goes to 2q, 2(q -1), 3(ql), . . . . 3(k + 1) and then to 41, and since d(lq, 41) = 2 + d(lq, 3(k + 1)) + d(3(k + l), 41) = 2 + d(lq, 3(k + 1)) + d(3(k + l), 4(n + 1)) = 2 + d(lq, 4(n + 1)).
Then (53), (56), (63), and (65) give us M(0) > 11. Finally, consider Case 4. By Lemma 4, m(2(k -t 1)) 2 1.
m(3(k + 1)) > 2.
By Claims 1,2, and 3, we have either M(0) 3 10 or (49) By uniqueness of j, u and q, {lx, 2x} is agreeing for k + 1 < x d n, x # j, and {3y, 4y) and {22,3 z } are agreeing for 2 < y, z < k, y # u, z # q.
We now show that either u = k or q = k, and that q # u. Otherwise, we have either u < k, q < k, or u = q = k. If u < k, q < k, then m(3k) 3 2.
This follows by Lemma 5, since (2k, 3k) and {3k, 4k) agreeing implies that a shortest path from 3k to 31 passes through 2(k + 2) and d(3k, 2(k + 2)) + d(2(k + 2), 31) 2 d(3k, l(n + 1)) + 2.
Then by (49) 
Then (49), (54), (56), (66), (67) and (71) give us M(O*) > 10. We now show that j = k + 2. Note that if { 1 (k + 2), 2(k + 2)) is agreeing, then m(2(k + 2)) > 1.
This follows by Lemma 5, since the shortest path from 2(k + 2) to l(n + 1) goes through 2k and d(2(k + 2), 2k) + d(2k, l(n + 1)) 2 d(2(k + 2), 41) + 1.
Then (49) 
and then (49), (54), (56), (66), (67), and (73) give us M(O*) > 10. The orientation of { lq, 2q) is so far unspecified. It will be arbitrary except in one case.
To sum up, now we have five nonagreeing edges. They are { l(k + 2), 2(k + 2)), {2(k + l), 3(k + l)>, (3(k + l), 4(k + l)}, {2q, 3q) and {3u, 4u}, u = k, 2 < q d k -1 or q = k, 3 d u < k -1. Any other internal edges are agreeing except possibly {lq, 2q). Hence, we have O&t, k) if u = t and q = k and O&k, s) if u = k and q = s. We have already observed that for q = k, we have for u = t, 3 Q t < k -1, and for u = k, we have for q = s, 2 < s d k -1. The orientation of {Is, 2s) is so far unspecified. In one case, it is not arbitrary. As we observed after the proof of Lemma 2, ifs = 2 and (Is, 2s)~O, then M(O*) > 9 (and D(O*) > n + 3). Hence, if (Is, 2s)~O, we must have s # 2, i.e., 3 < s d k -1.
We have shown that 0* must be 03s (t, k) or OsE(k, s) for values oft and s as called for in the lemma. (4(n + 2 -s), 3(n + 2 -s)) E OsE(k, s)~. Among all strongly connected orientations 0 with (11, 12)~ 0 which minimize D, these orientations and only these have the smallest M. I 2 t-1 + t.1 kk*I s-1 ss.1 n n. I Fig. 9 . An orientation other than 030(t, s) which minimizes D, for n odd. Nonagreeing arcs are shown with dark arrows. All remaining arcs are agreeing.
Proof. (a) Clearly D(0) > II + 3 for any 0, since d(ll,4(n + 1)) = n + 3. Thus, by Lemma 2, O&t, s), 3 < t d k -1, k + 2 < s Q n -1, minimizes D. The orientation of Fig. 9 gives another strongly connected orientation of G3xn which minimizes D. 0 extends P3x,, [i,j] for some i, j. By Lemma 7, if D(0) = n + 3 and (11,12)~0, then 0 extends Pjxn [l, 11 or Pxxn[l, S] . By Lemma 8, 0 extends Fxxn [l, l] or p33xn[1, 81. By Lemmas 10 and 11, M(0) > 9 in the latter case and M(0) > 8 in the former case. In the case that 0 = OaO(t, s), 3 ,< t < k -1, k + 2 < s < n -1, M(0) = 8, by Lemma 2. Hence, these orientations O&t, s) minimize M(0) over all orientations having D(0) = n + 3. Finally, by Lemma 11, if D(O*) = n + 3 and M(O*) = 8, and if (11, 12)~0*, then 0* is O&t, s).
(b) The proof is similar, using Lemma 12 in place of Lemma 11. 0
We conjecture that the orientations 0 described in the theorem minimize M(0) over all strongly connected orientations, not just over those which minimize D, and moreover that these are the only orientations which minimize M(0). However, we have not been able to prove this conjecture.
Closing comments
In closing, we note that this paper and its three predecessors (Roberts and Xu [S-lo] ) are limited to the study of the optimal orientations of city street graphs under two criteria, minimizing D(0) and minimizing M(0). The problem under the former criterion is completely settled, while that under the latter is settled for all cases but ~1~ = 3, but not completely settled for that case yet. We have conjectured in Section 5 that the solutions described here completely settle the case n, = 3, but that conjecture remains open. (Actually, the methods described in the four papers do not apply to a few exceptional cases, namely G,, x,,2 for (ni, n2) = (1, n), n = 1,2,3,4,6; (2, n), 2 d n d 5; (3, n), 3 < n < 6; and (4,4). These cases are readily handled directly.)
These papers do not study the problem for other criteria, such as that of minimizing A(0) as defined in Section 2 (except to compare on this criterion the optimal solutions under the criteria of minimizing D(0) and M(0) to the orientation which alternates the directions assigned to east-west avenues and also the directions assigned to north-south streets).
The optimal orientations described in this paper (and its predecessors) have weaknesses not captured by any of the criteria mentioned in Section 2. For instance, most of the north-south streets are agreeing. Hence, the traffic in the few nonagreeing northsouth streets might be very busy. Also, there are vertices u with two one-way streets heading into u from opposite directions. Such vertices might cause traffic havoc and a criterion for optimality might want to add a "penalty" for having one. These observations suggest that other objectives need to be developed and analyzed. Also, optimal strongly connected orientations need to be developed for other types of city street networks besides grids.
